
SWITZERLAND’S NEW BLOCKCHAIN LAW

BY LUZIUS MEISSER



I. History of Securities in Switzerland

II. New law: Tokenized Securities

III. New law: Not your keys, still your Bitcoins

IV. New license: DLT Exchange

V. Latest attempts of the EU at following CH

OVERVIEW

About me: master's degrees in Computer Science (ETH) and Economics 
(UZH). Served as CTO of secure cloud storage startup Wuala. Board 
member of Bitcoin Suisse, quitt.ch, AlgoTrader, Meisser Economics, Swiss 
Crypto Tokens AG, and Bitcoin Association Switzerland. PhD student in 
Finance (UZH). Latest venture: Aktionariat.

→ I am not a lawyer! Seek legal advice from a law firm like lexr.ch before 
relying on the information herein!



0. SCHEDULE
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Skipped here: informal expert consultation.



I. SHARE CERTIFICATES

Industrial revolution was not only enabled by 
technical progress, but also by new legal 
instruments: the corporation and its shareholders!

19th century laws allowed to bind a share in a 
corporation to physical paper, thereby equipping it 
with legal properties of physical goods.

Example: whoever possesses the certificate can be 
assumed to be the owner. (Eigentumsvermutung)
Example: if you buy a share in good faith, you can 
keep it even if the seller acquired it illegally. 
(Gutgläubiger Erwerb, Verkehrsschutz)

→Decentralized system. Uses locations in physical space as registry.
→ Transfer shares by moving them to a new location.



I. FOUNDATIONS OF CAPITALISM

Conditions:

- 250 certificates for 1000 CHF each

- 5% interest, collectible by cutting 

off the yearly coupon and bringing 

it to one of the partner banks

- Probabilistic repayment starting 

after 6 years: every year, a lottery 

determines which 20 certificates 

will be repaid and their owners can 

then redeem them at the bank.

→ Significant share of Switzerland’s 

infrastructure was financed with bonds 

and shares.

Prospectus for a bond to finance “Hotel Victoria” in St. Moritz.



I. REGISTERED SHARES

Name of first owner

Subsequent owners

• Company has a shareholder registry to 

keep track of who owns each share.

• Transfer consists of 3-4 steps (in any 

order):

1. Write name of new owner on it,

2. Old owner signs it,

3. Company approves it [only if 

there are transfer restrictions 

(Vinkulierung)]

4. Handover of the paper.

• After transfer, new shareholder can 

demand to be entered into shareholder 

registry.



I. SHAREHOLDER REGISTRY

In relation to the corporation, whoever is registered in the shareholder 

registry is deemed to be the shareholder or usufructuary.

Wise rule:

→ Company can pay dividends to the shareholders according to the 

registry without risk of paying it to the “wrong” person.

→ Beneficial properties of binding shares to paper preserved.

→ Location in space continues to serve as the true registry.

Example: if you own the certificate, but are not in the shareholder 

registry, the company can rightfully pay the dividend to the previous 

shareholder (relation to the company). Nonetheless, you must include 

the shares in your wealth tax declaration and can sell it to a 

subsequent shareholder (relation to everyone else).



I. STOCK MARKETS UNTIL 2008

Central Depository

Bank C

One big share certificate 

(Globalurkunde) saying “100 

million shares” or similar. 

Containing a blank assignment 

(Blankoindossament).

[Disclaimer: might not be entirely accurate, there are also alternative approaches and I’m not sure which one was actually used.

If you need a reliable legal opinion on how this works, ask specialists like Hans Kuhn, Stefan Kramer, Cornelia Stengel, etc.]

Bank BBank A

Client A Client DClient B Client C Client E

Intermediated, fractional 

ownership of one big 

certificate. Recorded 

electronically. Certificate never 

moves. Only exists to satisfy 

formal legal requirements.

This is how I think listed companies did it before the Intermediated Securities Law of 2008.



I. STOCK MARKETS UNTIL 2008

Central Depository

[Disclaimer: might not be entirely accurate, there are also alternative approaches and I’m not sure which one was actually used.

If you need a reliable legal opinion on how this works, ask actual lawyers like Hans Kuhn, Stefan Kramer, Cornelia Stengel, etc.]

Bank

Unregistered

Client

Registered

Client

This is how the listed companies did it before the Intermediated Securities Law of 2008.

Issuer

Tells issuer which 

banks have its shares.

Tells issuer about who owns its 

shares if client requests it. 

Otherwise: empty entry in 

shareholder registry (Dispoaktie).

Dividends

Invitation to General Assembly



I. UNCERTIFICATED SECURITIES

In the 1980ies, lawyers found a way to create uncertificated, registered shares under Swiss law.

Idea: shareholders agree to “postponed certificate printing” (aufgeschobener Titeldruck). Instead of holding a 

paper certificates, shareholders have a right to demand printed certificates from the company at any time, but 

agree to never exercise that right. When transferring their shares, they simply transfer that right. Transfers of 

such rights are done by written assignment declaration (Abtretungserklärung).

www.forstmoser.ch/public

ations/articles/1987-

namenaktien.pdf



I. ASSIGNMENT DECLARATIONS

This is how 99% of the companies in Switzerland do it. Resembles Bitcoin transaction.

I, owner of address ABC, hereby transfer 3 Bitcoins to address BCD    [Signature of address ABC] 

I, Luzius Meisser, hereby transfer 5 shares of ABC AG to Hans Muster [Signature of Luzius] 

In the case of Bitcoin, the blockchain prevents double-spend attacks.

In case of registered shares, double-spend attacks can be prevented by the company in case there are 

transfer restrictions (Vinkulierung) in place. Without transfer restrictions, there is no protection against double-

spend attacks. If there are two conflicting transfers, the chronologically first one counts. (Of course, victims 

can always sue the attacker and demand remedy.) Also, if a formal error is made in a transaction, all 

subsequent transactions are void. The probably most common mistake is writing “the seller hereby agrees to 

transfer the shares” or similar into the purchase agreement instead of “the seller hereby transfers the shares”.

Share transfer:

Bitcoin transfer:



So why can’t we use blockchain-based transactions to transfer shares by legally  
interpreting as an assignment declaration?
Problem:

I. ASSIGNMENT DECLARATIONS
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(Note that there is a legal work-around, described by von der Crone, Angstmann, 
and Kessler in their 2018 publication “Token in der Blockchain”. Some disagree.)

First idea: get rid of this requirement and allow blockchain-based transactions.

This turned out to be a misguided approach. There is fundamental difference 
between traditional signatures (written or electronic) and the signatures used on 
the blockchain: traditional signatures prove *who* you are (without proving that 
you are actually authorized to sign). Blockchain signatures prove *that you are 
authorized* to execute the signed transaction.

→ Token transfer are actually more similar to transfers of physical paper than to 
transfers by assignment declaration and should be treated accordingly. 



II. SECURITY TOKENS

www.admin.ch/opc/de/federal-gazette/2020/7801.pdf

Swiss law will soon contain explicit legal foundations to 

bind securities such as shares to a blockchain-based 

token, resembling the legal foundation to bind securities to 

paper certificates. (Unlike my initial idea with electronic 

signatures, this is the much better abstraction!)

Challenge: how can the law be written such that it does 

not explicitly refer to a specific technology but at the same 

time is restrictive enough that only a technology as robust 

as blockchains can fulfill it?

→ Will go through the articles and what they mean in 

technical terms in the following slides. Translations will 

be very liberal for the sake of understandability.



II. SECURITY TOKENS

A register security is a security that, based on a mutual 
agreement:
- Is registered in a register as defined in article 2
- Can only be claimed and transferred through that register

Instead of “register”, you should simply read “blockchain”, 
“smart contract”, “ERC-20 contract” or similar.

Note: transferring a security token by sending someone a 
paper wallet still ok, even if not literally done “through the 
register”.
(See Hans Kuhn / Cornelia Stengel / Luzius Meisser / Rolf H. Weber, 
Wertrechte als Rechtsrahmen für die Token-Wirtschaft, in: Jusletter
IT 23. Mai 2019, different opinion: Stefan Kramer / David Oser / Urs
Meier, Tokenisierung von Finanzinstrumenten de lege ferenda, in: 
Jusletter 6. Mai 2019)



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

What properties does the law require from a smart contract 
that serves as a register for security tokens?

1. It provides the owner, but not the issuer (!), with 
technical methods to transfer and dispose of the tokens.

→ If you build an “admin” backdoor into your smart 
contract, you won’t be able to benefit from the new law and 
it is questionable whether there is a legal way to transfer 
your security tokens.



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

What properties does the law require from a smart contract 
that serves as a register for security tokens?

2. There must be appropriate technical and organizational 
measures to ensure that it is protected from unauthorized 
manipulation.

→ You need a blockchain to run your smart contract on, a 
normal database won’t do as it is too easy to manipulate.

→ “Permissioned blockchains” still ok if technically and 
organizationally distributed enough, i.e. if there are many 
nodes run by multiple independent participants. What 
“multiple” means is left open and needs to be decided in 
court in case of a dispute.



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

What properties does the law require from a smart contract 
that serves as a register for security tokens?

3. The contents of the security, the functions of the register 
and the mutual agreement are documented in the register 
or in accompanying data.

→ The smart contract must contain a human-readable link 
to the token terms, enabling token owners and potential 
buyers to find out what they are about to buy.

Example:



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

What properties does the law require from a smart contract 
that serves as a register for security tokens?

4. Token owners can access all entries that concern them 
and verify their integrity without having to rely on third 
parties.

→ Token owners must be able to download at least those 
entries of the blockchain that concern their tokens and 
verify their integrity without having to rely on a third 
party.

→ Not necessary: ability to download the full transaction 
history of every token, so blockchains with “pruning” 
(throwing away old transactions) still ok.



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

973e provides security tokens with similar properties as 
physical share certificates:

- The issuer only needs to honor the rights of those owners 
that can identify themselves as token holders through the 
register. (Analogous to the requirement of being able to 
produce the paper certificate.)

- If the issuer owes the owners of the tokens something 
(e.g. a dividend), the issuer can make the according 
payment to the current token holders without worrying 
whether these tokens holder are the rightful owners or 
not.

- Good-faith acquisition: if you buy a token in good faith, 
you can keep it even if it turns out later that the seller 
acquired it illegally.



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

The transfer of tokens is governed by the rules of the token 
terms.

→ Very open. To be on the safe side, the token terms should 
mention that transferring a token indirectly also 
constitutes a valid transfer.

Example: handing over a paper wallet also constitutes a 
valid transfer.

Example: putting security tokens into a Uniswap liquidity 
pool and then transferring the pool shares to someone 
else should constitute a valid transfer of the associated 
secutiries.



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

What if you lose a security token?

Have it declared invalid by a judge after publicly 
announcing multiple times through suitable channels 
and waiting long enough. Afterwards, you are entitled 
to new security tokens to replace the old ones.

→ Costly and slow process. Same as for lost paper 
shares. It might be good to have a decentralized 
recovery mechanism for such cases.

Example: 
github.com/aktionariat/contracts/blob/master/doc/
recoverable.md



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

Traditional Shares

Issuer

Owner Owner
Transfer
(paper)

Registration

Update

Blockchain-based Shares

Issuer

Owner Owner
Transfer
(ERC-20)

Registration

Update

(or excel or 

database…)
(or excel or 

database…)

Owner Owner



II. THE NEW “REGISTER SECURITIES”

Traditional payment instrument

Issuer

Owner Owner
Transfer
(paper)

Redemption,
compliance

Blockchain-based payment token

Issuer

Owner Owner
Transfer
(ERC-20)

Redemption, 
compliance

Payment

Owner Owner

Payment

Compliance rules depend on token type. Shares require registration. Payment tokens AML on issuance and redemption.



III. NOT YOUR KEYS, STILL YOUR BITCOINS

New law enables the collective storage of crypto currencies like Bitcoin. (Already possible for securities.)

Bitcoin Vault

Client ClientClient Client

Fractional ownership of all 
Bitcoins stored in one address.

Today: if vault goes bankrupt, Bitcoins in shared addresses are auctioned off to satisfy clients and creditors after haircut. 
Storing Bitcoins in shared address for clients is treated like deposit, requiring a bank license and according capital.
Storing Bitcoins in segregated addresses already possible. No license required. Thank you Finma!

New law: if vault goes bankrupt, all Bitcoins are returned to the clients without haircut (if individually attributable and still 
there). Fintech or bank license required if Bitcoins are not moved to segregated addresses within 60 days. 3% capital 
requirement on crypto currencies in collective storage.
(The 60 days and the 3% are in the draft of the ordinance. Plan to set it into force by 2021-08-01.)

Bitcoins stored in a 
separate address per 
client



IV. TRADITIONAL SECURITIES MARKET

Central Depository

Bank

Client A Client B

Exchange

Securities Settlement System

Payment System

Central Counterparty

Transaction Registry

Bank Bank

How to organize a multi-lateral exchange according to the financial 

markets infrastructure law of 2016.

All clients must come through a bank or securities dealer.

Exchange has an order book and matches trades.

Centralized counterparty to reduce settlement risks. (Optional?)

Transfers securities within three days

Executes payments within three days

Stores all the paper certificates and operates the primary registry.

Records all transactions of all exchanges for monitoring purposes.

Exchange



DLT Exchange

Art. 73 a, b, c

IV. THE NEW DLT TRADING SYSTEM

DLT Exchange

Art. 73 a

Client A Client B

Central 

Depository

Settlement 

system

Can onboard clients directly. No middle-men needed.

DLT Exchange can operate its own settlement system and central 

depository. This comes with higher regulatory requirements. Still much less 

than having 5 distinct regulated legal entities.

DLT Exchange can also focus on exchange itself, using a public blockchain 

or someone else’s settlement system for settling the trades.

As today, no license is required for decentralized exchanges such as 

uniswap.

No license required for non-commercial exchanges (up 50k in earnings, 

controlling up to 5M in client assets, having up to 20 ongoing client 

relations).

Public Blockchain

Note: latest draft of the implementing ordinance tries to extend the scope of the anti-money laundering law. Today, having 

control over client assets makes you a financial intermediary. Draft wants to extend that to everyone “enabling” financial 

transactions. → Way to broad in my opinion. Bitcoin Association Switzerland will file an according comment.



V: EUROPEAN UNION APPROACH

Relevant pages of the «Anpassung des Bundesrechts an 
Entwicklungen der Technik verteilter elektronischer 
Register »

«Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament 
and the European Council on a pilot regime for market 
infrastructures based on distributed ledger technology»

What we would have had to adjust to enable DLT 
trading systems in the old exchange law before 2016:

Federal Council would have been free to just allow it:

See my Twitter rants (@luzius) for details. ☺ → I greatly appreciate the Swiss approach!



See also:
▪ Circular 2020/1 “Secondary Markets for Security Tokens “ by Swiss 

Blockchain Federation, blockchainfederation.ch/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/SBF-2020-
01_Secondary_Markets_for_Digital_Securities.pdf

▪ Circular 2019/1 „Tokenized Equity“ by Swiss Blockchain 
Federation, blockchainfederation.ch/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/SBF-Circular-2019-01-Tokenized-
Equity.pdf

Contact: luzius@bitcoinassociation.ch

QUESTIONS?



My latest venture Aktionariat is about exploring the new possibilities under this

law and creating blockchain-based markets for the shares of Swiss companies.

Join us!


